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Taking a glance at 

Greek CultureGreek Culture

(Examples of Greek Culture)



A characteristic aspect of 

Greek culture is that we give 

wishes for almost everything!



“Hronia polla” 

which means

may you live for lots 

of years, of years, 

is a must both on 

birthdays and name 

days



On birthdays there is 

also a wish going 

“Na ta ekatostisis” “Na ta ekatostisis” 

meaning 

may you live for 100 

years



On name days you can 

also hear

“ke tou hronou” 

which means 

may you celebrate the may you celebrate the 

day next year too.

But be careful not use 

this wish on a wedding!



On such occasions stick 

to

“Na zisete”

meaning 

may you live longmay you live long

or 

“Na eiste rizomenoi” 

may you be like tall 

trees with deep roots!



many Greek wish

“me tis igies sou”

when a member of a 

And if you find these wishes ordinary 

remember that …

Με τις υγείες σου

when a member of a 

family has taken a 

bath, meaning

may you be healthy



or

“siderenios”

may you be strong as 

iron

σιδερένιος

iron

when a friend has 

recovered from a 

disease



Greek usually talk loud and fast. 

They smile a lot and like being 

close to the people they are talking 

to. They use a lot of gestures and to. They use a lot of gestures and 

facial expressions. 



Remember that a very common 

gesture to Europeans, extending 

the hand and showing number five 

with fingers open, is considered a 

very rude gesture in Greece.very rude gesture in Greece.



Greeks like dancing a lot, from 

“bouzouki music” (laika) to pop and 

rock songs. They don’t mind dancing 

with people

except on the except on the 

occasion of 

“zeibekiko”, 



…when they have ordered a specific 

song to the band playing. 

On this occasion it is best to leave the 

person dance alone on the floor 

surrounded by his friends who are 

clapping to the music.clapping to the music.



Some decades ago breaking this 

rule was the cause of fights, even 

killings. Things have changed from 

then, however keep it in mind.



In the recent years there has also 

been a great interest in traditional 

Greek dances, 



which we think is an ideal way to 

get to know culture and at the 

same time to come close to people 

from different cultures.



So members of Oiko.poli.s are 

cooperating with cultural organizations 

and the Municipality of Chaidari in 

dancing classes and events.



Furthermore we organize poetry 

events in order to familiarize 

audiences with Greek and 

International poets.









“Poetry and reality”

Loving, I’ve created everything: 

The Real, the Fantastic,

Paul ElyarPaul Elyar

Friday,23.3.2018, 7.00 p.m. 

Municipality of Chaidari





Poetry and immigration







History is also an element of 

culture. That’s why we organized 

guided tours of Block 15, a 

notorious prison for resistant notorious prison for resistant 

fighters during the German 

occupation in Greece in the 2nd

Word war.



The tours were organized for 

students of the broader area so 

that they would be aware of our 

history and the fight against 

fascism.fascism.







Writers

Polixeni SergianidouPolixeni Sergianidou

Andreas Chatziminas

Sofia Dimitriou-Psarrou



Ευχαριστούμε για την προσοχή σας

“Efharistoume gia tin prosohi sas”

Thank you for your attention


